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Hawthorne Apple
Hawthorne Apple is made with all natural, fresh-pressed apple juice from the northwest, fermented
with an English style ale yeast.
Tropic "Blue" Thunder
Getting through the rough wet winter in the Pacific Northwest is cause for celebration…Hawaiian
style! We salute & reward you with Tropic “Blue” Thunder. Our first spring seasonal is a lightly
filtered cider made with passionfruit, mango and northwest blueberries to bring you that tropical
fresh feeling you oh so deserve. ~Mahalo

2 TOWNS CIDERHOUSE
Pacific Pineapple
Unfiltered Pineapple Cider- ABV 5.0%. Juicy and tropical, Pacific Pineapple rolls ripe Costa Rica
golden pineapples into fresh-pressed Northwest apples. This refreshingly juicy and easy drinking
session cider will relax your state of mind, no matter your locale!
Passion Statement
Passionfruit & Pear Cider ABV 5.2%. Sensational & exotic, Passion Statement stands out from the
crowd, pairing stunning Yellow Maracuya passion fruit with fresh-pressed Northwest pears and
apples. With a pleasant tropical tang, this show stopping cider will turn heads, and pint
glasses!

ANTHEM CIDER/WANDERING AENGUS
Anthem Gose Inspired Watermelon
Dominant notes of fermented apple blended with fresh watermelon’s aromas & flavors of cucumber
& rose; salted to taste & a touch of coriander. Semi-Dry & UNFILTERED ABV 4.5%.
Anthem Cherry
Montmorency (Tart) Cherries sharpen Anthem Cider's tartness and Sweet Bing Cherries add a rich
background of a dark woody undertone ABV 5.5%.

ATLAS CIDER COMPANY
Dragonfruit
A long time ago when dragons roamed the land, soldiers were sent out to bring back one thing for
their Emperor – The prized Dragon Fruit. This exotic fruit is part of the cactus family with
neon-magenta skin, lime scales, and has a mild kiwi sorbet like flavor. This is fermented from 100%
NW apples then infused with raspberries and Asian dragon fruit. This innovative cider is
fruit-forward in flavor while maintaining a dry and clean finish. Gluten Free. Seasonal Reserve ABV
6%.

Blackberry
Oregon has a state flag, song, flower, and this my friends is our nomination for a state cider. A deep
hue of purple fills the glass as we took zero short-cuts with this fine blend of blackberries and
elderberries. The tartness of the blackberries is rounded out by the complex characteristics of the
elderberries. Filled with tannins the cider leaves a delightful dry and rich finish. Cheers to NW
berries. Gluten Free.
ABV 6.2 %.

BANDON RAIN
Just Peachy
A perfect infusion of peaches and apples. Peachy is a southern inspired cider treat. Tasting notes:
Honey, light, peach aroma, mixes well, refreshing. ABV 6.9%.
Cranberry Squall
Cranberry Squall is an unfiltered cider made from a blend of Apples and Cranberries. This cider has a
carefully blended balance of sweet and tart. ABV 6.7%.

BAUMAN’S CIDER
Peach Raspberry
Sublimely fruity and delicious! A blend of local apples, peaches and raspberries, slightly sweet and
tangy.
Orange Blossom
The sweet taste of sunshine, with oranges, pineapples and apples.

CARLTON CYDERWORKS
Mad Perry
A perfectly spiced perry, Mad Perry is fermented from 100% NW pear juice (65% D'Anjou, 35% Bosc)
using a lively champagne yeast. The finished perry is then aged with whole vanilla beans and
cardamon pods. Semi-sweet, with light carbonation and flavor to spare. ABV 6.7%.
Rhuberry
The perfect balance of tart and sweet! We added over a pound of raspberries and rhubarb to each
gallon of fresh pressed 100% NW apple juice. A wonderful country wine aroma, with the raspberries
shining forth on the palate and the sour rhubarb acting as the counterpoint.

CRUSH CIDER CAFE
Stray
Hood River Valley Newtown Pippin and Hanner apples make a sparkly, refreshing and perfectly dry
cider. ABV 6.5%.
Jamaica
Hood River Valley hard cider infused with dried Hibiscus flowers. A refreshing, sessionable, sweet
summer cider. ABV 4.5%.

DOUBLE MOUNTAIN BREWERY & TAPROOM
Double Mountain Dry Cider
For our first Dry Cider, we kept it simple and local. Newtown’s and old world cider apples from the
Double Mountain Orchard were pressed and fermented on our house yeast strain. We gave it plenty

of time to dry out and develop wondrous aromas of juicy pear, lychee, green fruit, and chamomile. It
finishes tart, crisp, dry, and quenching.

DRAPER GIRLS CIDER COMPANY
Cherry Pie
Our ciders are truly farm-to-table, delightfully crisp and refreshing. Within each small batch we've
crafted a perfect balance of sweetness to tart in each fruit forward flavor.
Crisp Apple
Our ciders are truly farm-to-table, delightfully crisp and refreshing. Within each small batch we've
crafted a perfect balance of sweetness to tart in each fruit forward flavor.

FOX TAIL CIDER
Rainier Harvest
A semi-sweet cider with hints of cherries.
Triple Hopped Cider
A hoppy, IPA style cider without the gluten.

GOLDEN ROW CIDER/MT VIEW ORCHARDS
Golden Row (Apple Cider)
Golden Row cider is made from nothing but apples from Mt. View’s row of 100-year-old apple trees.
Each small craft cider blend starts with a base of apples fresh-pressed on site in a small-craft cidery
to achieve a balance of sweetness, tartness, and dryness that everyone loves. After fermentation,
the cider is back-sweetened with more fresh-pressed juice. Along with having no extra sugar, Golden
Row is naturally gluten free.
Huck Yeah (Huckleberry Apple Cider)
Wild Huckleberry infused Hard Apple Cider. Unbelievably refreshing and perfectly balanced.

JESTER AND JUDGE
Pineapple
Pineapple Express. The spirit of the Gorge is independent and fun-loving. This cider embraces our
spirit and our love of little latitudes. Pineapple Express takes us where the sun is always out, the rain
is always warm and the mood is always festive. Handmade with all natural ingredients and an
endless supply of Irie! Pineapple Express balances a fresh pressed Northwest apple base, ripe
pineapple and a hint of lime.
Blackberry
Blackberries are one of the simplest pleasures on earth. A little effort delivers a bowl of sweet,
fragrant treasure. Our Blackberry cider balances fresh pressed Northwest apples and pears with big,
bold flavors. At Jester & Judge, we put in the effort and leave you with the bounty. Natural, simple,
blackberry goodness.

KYLA HARD KOMBUCHA
Ginger Tangerine
A refreshing ginger flavor with the sweet-tart tang of tangerine. A – maze – ing!

Hibiscus Lime
Brilliant red brew with floral aromas and bright, tropical-citrus flavors. Will you love it? Signs point to
yes.

LA FAMILIA CIDER COMPANY
Jamaica (HA-MY-KAH)
Semisweet. Blended in the spirit of Mexican Aguas Frescas. The Hibiscus flower tartness
compliments our freshly pressed apples sweetness to create a cider similar in taste with a fine wine.
Tamarindo (TAM-A-RIN-DOE)
Semisweet. Blended in the spirit of Mexican Aguas Frescas. A Tamarind fruits naturally complex taste
of both sweet & tart adds to the richness of our freshly pressed apples for a unique, delicious final
cider.

LEGEND CIDER CO.
Broken Top Blood Orange
Unfiltered all natural cider with the perfect balance of sweet and tart blood oranges.
Mount Mazama Mango
Unfiltered and all natural cider with the tropical taste of juicy fresh mangos. Our new summer
favorite!

PEAR UP
Pearmosa
Bright and crisp orange notes bubble throughout smooth full-mouth pear. Citrus balances
with bold fruit flavor in a light and refreshing perry to be enjoyed any time of the day.
Watermelon Pear
Let summer happen anytime. Enjoy juicy watermelon refreshingly blended with pure pear. Refresh
with flavor and no added refined sugar.

PORTLAND CIDER COMPANY
Fever Bark Tonic
FEVER BARK TONIC ABV 6.3%. The legendary Fever Bark Tonic, our first one-off cider, returns! We
steeped whole Juniper Berries and Cinchona Bark to make a powerful tea that will cure what ails
you, then blended in our classic dry NW apple cider. Zest lemon & lime explode on your palate,
giving away to a tannic complexity with a slight juniper finish, reminiscent of a classic Gin & Tonic!
Sangria
Blend our delicious cider with the juices of orange, pear, strawberry, passionfruit, lime, and
elderberry to get our Sangria cider. It’s Fruit punch, for grown-ups! Fruit Cider, ABV 5.5%.

RACK & CLOTH
2017 Pomme Pomme
The sweetest cider we make. Made with Organic Parkdale apples and yeast, nothing else. Hazy,
tropical, and delicious.

2016 Etienne
Fermented and aged for 12 months in our 50hL foudre, this is a complex cider with a strong
backbone. It matures and develops new characteristics as it ages in stainless steel for an additional 9
months.

RED TANK CIDER
Dry White Cherry
Dry White Cherry 6.5%. The deliciously exotic Montmorency cherry builds this blend with its sour
complexity, while natural aromatics of caramelized spice unify with contrasting hints of soft almond
and vanilla. This dry styled, sessionable fusion of fresh Northwest grown cherries, holds firm and
vibrant with a touch of acidity, combining hints of elegant strawberry to offset earthy notes.
Dry Raspberry
Dry Raspberry 6.5%. Structured with the rich ripeness of fresh Northwest raspberries, this dry styled,
fruit driven blend delivers the brilliant zest of these exquisite berries. It’s sessionable crispness with
an acidic yet juicy complexity, displays a natural intensity combining hints of rose petals and
chocolate. Slightly floral, lingering aromatics couple with hints of juicy flesh flavor and minerality to
promote the originality of this distinctive fruit.

REV NATS
Sacrilege Sour Cherry
Washington-Grown Sour Cherry Juice added to a hard cider base of 100% Granny Smith Apples &
fermented with an English ESB Ale Yeast. Finished with A Touch of Chili Pepper.
Viva La Pineapple
A blend of Granny Smith and other Washington-grown dessert apple varieties with a dash of
Mauritian dark muscavado, fresh Pineapple juice from Costa Rica, lemon zest, hibiscus flower and a
blend of spices.

RUNCIBLE CIDER
Crab Nebula
Three varieties of heirloom crab apples blended with Newtown Pippins make this tannic and
structured old-school cider, fermented to dry with a touch of woodiness and orchard floor.
Black Currant Twang
Hard cider infused with the tart/sweet flavor of organic black currants and flavored with fresh
rosemary and a touch of local honey.

SCHILLING CIDER
Lumberjack Rhubarb
Earthy and rugged with a slight kiss of bright pear and tart rhubarb.
Emerald City Blackberry Pear
This cider is full of rich blackberry and bright spring pear. A perfect balance of sweetness and
tartness.

SEATTLE CIDER
Basil Mint
Fermented with fresh basil and mint leaves, this medium dry cider starts savory and floral,
complemented perfectly by tart, clean finish.
Tangerine Tumeric
Fermented with tangerine peel and fresh turmeric root, this off-dry cider is aromatic and complex,
offering notes of ginger, cedar, and orange zest.

SLOPESWELL CIDER CO
Empress
Honey/Hopped
Apricot or Black Currant
Seasonal fruit

THE GORGE WHITE HOUSE
Lemon Pear
100% Bartlett Pear base finished with Old Fashioned Lemonade. This cider is refreshingly sweet.
6.5% ABV
Apple
100% Newtown apples. A dry, crisp and refreshing cider. 6.9% ABV

TUMALO
Heirloom
A balanced blend of organic apples fermented to dry.
Prickly Passion
A one off blend of Prickly pear, passion fruit, and hard cider. Fruit forward with a beautifully dry
finish.

WOODBOX CIDER
Trop Hopical
Trop Hopical - New England style IPA cider. Galaxy hops, tropical, floral.
Pippin Dry
Single varietal, 100 year old trees from the Hood River valley.

